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Abstract 
DuBose, D.A., Determinacy and the sharp function on the reals, Annals of Pure and Applied 
Logic 55 (1992) 237-263. 
We characterize in terms of determinacy, the existence of the least inner model of “every real 
has a sharp”. We let #I be the (partial) sharp function on the reals and define two classes of 
sets, (@)* and (I@:, ’ which he strictly between lJBcoz (6-n:) and A(o*-II:). We show that 
the determinacy of (@)* follows from L[#,] F “every real has a sharp”; and we show that the 
existence of indiscernibles for f.[#,] is equivalent to a slightly stronger determinacy hypothesis, 
the determinacy of (I@:. 
Introduction 
For any collection A of functions MEOW, we associate a two-person, infinite 
game which we denote by either GA or G(A): 
I f(0) f(2) f(4) 
II f(l) f(3) f(5) .**. 
The game GA has two players, I and II, who alternately choose elements of w. 
First player I chooses f (0) E w and then player II chooses f (1) E o. In general, 
once f(O), f (I), f (2), . . . , f (2n - 1) have been chosen, player I chooses f (2n) 
and then player II chooses f (2n + 1). Player I wins GA if f E A, whereas, player II 
wins G, if f $A. The notions of strategy and winning strategy (abbreviated w.s.) 
for player I [resp. II] have the natural meanings-we refer the reader to Section 
6A of [lo] for their definitions. We say that the game G is determined if one of 
the players has a w.s., and we denote this by Det(G). Similarly, if Det(GA) for 
any A E r, then we denote this by Det(r). 
By the middle 1970’s, Martin showed that the determinacy of 02-ni follows 
from the existence of L,, the least inner model of a measurable cardinal. During 
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the early 1970’s, he showed that all lJgCoz (/3-n:) games are determined iff OS 
exists; Harrington [5] further showed O* exists if all fl: games are determined. 
Thus, the existence of O# is equivalent to the existence of Det(@II:) for some 
(all) /3 < 02. 
In [l], DuBose defines for each k E co, two classes of sets, (k * i$)* and 
(k *J%, which lie strictly between lJs<,z (P-n:) and A(02-II:). He shows that 
if we define ok# to be the kth interated sharp (i.e., let O’# be O# and O(“+‘)# be 
(Oka)*, then the existence of O(“+‘)# is equivalent to the determinacy of 
((k + 1) *z)* as well as to the determinacy of (k * Zy):. 
In this paper, we characterize the existence of the least inner model of “every 
real has a sharp” in terms of determinacy-by a real, we mean a subset of w. We 
define #1 to be the (partial) sharp function on the reals and then relate the 
following to determinacy: 
(i) L[#J L “every real has a sharp”, and 
(ii) indiscernibles for L[#,] exist. 
We show that a certain determinacy hypothesis, Det(fl)*, follows from (i) and 
that a slightly stronger determinacy hypothesis, Det(fl):, is equivalent to (ii). 
The proofs of these results combine Martin’s proof of Bore1 determinacy [9] with 
his proof of 
“all U (P-n:) games are determined if O* exists”. 
@CO2 
We generalize the results of this paper in [2]. In that paper, we charactize the 
existence of the least inner model of “every object of type k has a sharp” in terms 
of determinacy. We define #k to be the (partial) sharp function on objects of type 
k and then relate the following to determinacy: 
(iii) L[fSk] L “every object of type k has a sharp”, and 
(iv) indiscernibles for L[#,J exists. 
We show that a certain determinacy hypothesis, Det(fl,)*, follows from (iii) and 
that a slightly stronger determinacy hypothesis, Det(n”,)T, is equivalent to (iv). 
However, the proof found in [2] depends on the proof given in this paper. (i), 
(ii), (iii), (iv), Det(n”,)*, and Det(n”,): are each stronger than the existence of 
all O’* (which were characterized in terms of determinacy in [l]) but are each 
weaker than the determinacy of A(w2-II:) (and therefore weaker than the 
existence of a measurable cardinal). We illustrate the above relationships in Fig. 
As mentioned earlier, in many of the proofs found in this paper, we shall use 
the proof of Martin’s Theorem [8]: If O# exists, then Det(UBCoZ /3-n:). The 
proof of this theorem can be found in [l]. Since we need some of the terminology 
found in that proof, we give a condensed version of that proof in the 
Preliminaries. Also in the Preliminaries, we define the concept of ‘the ordinal of a 
position’ (for an open game), use it to define canonical W.S. for open games, and 
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Large Cardinal Hypotheses Pointclasses 
I There are many known correspondences -1 w’-n: 
in this region . A(w2471:) 
to appear in subsequent papers. . 
Indiscernibles 
for L[#k] exist 
Indiscernibles 
for L[#,] exist 
{: 
DuBose [I] 
Ock+l)lt exists DuBose [l] ’ W+1)*Zr)* 
’ @*2X 
1: 
Martin [early 1970’s] 
O# exists Harrington [5] and Martin [Sl 3. Us<,$-n: 
+ nt 
Fig. 1. Equivalences of certain large cardinal hypotheses (given in the left column) with the 
determinacy of certain classes of sets (given in the right column) are indicated by the symbol ‘c-)‘. 
Similarly, the symbol ‘+’ is used to indicate an implication. SH, denotes “every real has 
indiscernibles”, and SH, denotes “every object of type k has indiscernibles”. #, is the partial sharp 
function on objects of type k. 0 I* is defined as O* and OCk+t)* is defined as (Okd)#. 
for A a subset of w, list some well-known conditions equivalent to the existence 
of A#. 
In Section 1, we show that Det(II$* follows from 
L[#,] k “every real has a sharp”, 
and that Det(fl)T follows from the existence of indiscernibles 
Section 2, we first show that 
L[#J b “every real has a sharp” if Det(@)T, 
for L[#J In 
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and then show that indiscernibles for L[#,] exist if Det(@)z. The proof of 
Martin’s Theorem is used in Section 1. Furthermore, to read Section 2, one only 
needs 0.5 from the Preliminaries and Definitions 1.1, 1.2, and 1.6 from Section 1. 
For each k E w, the pointclasses (n”,)* and (n”,): are both subsets of 
A((& - 1)-n:), where (c.? - 1)-n: is defined as &-II: except the intersection of 
the sequence of the II: sets is required to be empty. However, DuBose [3] shows 
that A((d - I)-#) and A(w*-II:) are equal. 
Often we consider games in which the players’ moves are not necessarily 
integers, but instead elements from some set X. Given f(O), f(l), f(2), . . . , 
f(n - 1) E X, we may restrict the move f(n) to be an element of some particular 
subset Xf(o),f(l).f(2).....f(n-l) of X. In the case in which Xf(o),p(l),f(2)....,f(n--1) = 0, 
there is no possible f(n) to be played and the player who was to play f(n) loses. 
Each f(2n) is called a move of player I; whereas, f(2n + 1) is a move of player II. 
We refer the reader to Chapter 6 of [lo] for the basic notions associated with 
games. 
Also, fix a Gijdel numbering of the formulas in the language {E} such that if IZ 
is the Gijdel number of a formula rj~, then r@ = q(vo, vl, v2, . . . , v,_~), i.e., the 
free variables of rj~ are amongst vo, vi, v2, . . . , v,_~. Let no. I# be the Gijdel 
number of I@. 
We use the following notation: wi is the ith cardinal of V, and oy is the ith 
cardinal of the model M. pi is the ith prime with p. = 2, and if u = 
p$p:‘p;2. . . p:$, then (u)~ = rj. If z E wo and i E o, define Z(i) to be 
pip; . . .pfp’ and define (z)~ E “‘w by (z),(n) = (z(n)),. Whenever no 
confusion may arise, we shall sometimes use the number Z(i) for the sequence 
(z(O), z(l), z(2), . . * 9 4 - 1)). 
0. Preliminaries 
In this section, we define /3-n: for /3 a recursive ordinal and for A c o, we list 
some conditions equivalent to the existence of A#. We also give a condensed 
version of the proof found in [l] of 
Martin’s Theorem. Zf 0” exds, then Det(l_lB<wz /3-n:). 
(Martin also proved the converse.) 
For an arbitrary set X, define a topology on “X by letting B be a basic open set 
of “X iff there exist x0, x1, x2, . . . , x,-~ E X such that 
B={fEWXItli<nf(i)=xi}. 
If A is an open set in “X, then GA is an open game. We now define the notion 
of ‘the ordinal of a position’, which we shall use to obtain canonical W.S. for open 
games. 
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Definition 0.1. Let G be an open game. By induction, we define for each ordinal 
a: the positions (in G) with ordinal CK A position p in G has ordinal 0 if any play 
which is consistent with p is a win for I. If p = (y(O), y(l), y(2), . . . , y(2i)) is a 
legal position in G of odd length, then p has ordinal a iff for any move y(2i + l), 
(Y(O), Y(l)7 Y(2), * . . ) y(2i + 1)) has ordinal less than or equal to LY. If p = 
(Y(O), Y(l), Y(2)) . . . , y(2i - 1)) is a legal position in G of even length, then p 
has ordinal (Y iff a move y(2i) exists such that 
(Y(O), Y(l), Y(2), . . . ) y(2i)) has ordinal less then LY. 
We denote the set of all positions with ordinal & by P,(G), or sometimes just by 
P,; and we let P = UlreON P,. 
In the proof of the following lemma, for each open game, a canonical W.S. s is 
constructed such that s is a W.S. for I iff ( ) E P. 
Lemma 0.2 (Gale-Stewart* [4]). Let G be an open game (on an arbitrary set) 
and let E be the set of all legal positions p for the game G such that there is a play 
extending p that is won by II. Let -C be a well-ordering of E. Then there is a W.S. s 
definable from i in every inner model M of ZF such that < E M and E E M. 
Next we define P-n: and then for p a recursive ordinal, we define 0-n:. 
Definition 0.3. Let /3 be an ordinal. A E mm is fi-Z# iff there exist Hi sets A, for 
(Y < 6 such that A, = 0 and 
aisoddandxe f-l A,\A, . 
Y<a 
Definition 0.4. Let /3 be a recursive ordinal. A c ww is /3-n: iff A, G Ow exists for 
each a, s /3 with A, = 0, and there exists a recursive well-ordering of a subset E of 
u with order type 0 such that if InI is the order type of n E w in this well-ordering, 
then {(k, x) E E X ww 1 x E Alk,} E L7: and 
A=(xE~+x+~( aisodd&xe f-l A,\A, . 
Y<a 
In this case, we say that (A, ) CY < p) witnesses A E /3-L7:. 
One should note that, in the definition above, if we replace “there exists a 
recursive well-ordering” with “for every recursive well-ordering”, we get an 
equivalent definition. Furthermore, whenever we refer to such a recursive 
ordering, (n] will denote the order type of n E o in the ordering. 
In our next lemma, we list some well-known conditions which are equivalent to 
the existence of A*. 
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Lemma 0.5. If A G w, then conditions (i), (ii), (iii), and (iv) below are equivalent. 
(i) A* exists. 
(ii) There exists an uncountable class of indiscernibles for L[A]. 
(iii) L,,[A] has an uncountable class of indiscernibles, i.e., there exists an 
uncountable set C’ E w1 such that for any formula q, for any two increasing 
sequences 
of elements from C’, 
L,[Al k dA 50,51> EL. . ., &,-II ifs LPI ~&L CO, <I, 5‘2, . . , L-II. 
(iv) There exists a (unique) class C of ordinals such that 
(1) C contains all uncountable cardinals and is closed, 
(2) every a E L[A] is definable in L[A] form A and elements of C, 
(3) if 5 is an ordinal definable in L[A] f rom A and an increasing sequence 
50, 5;1, 5‘2, . . . > L+n of ordinals in C and 5 < 5,,,+1, then E < c for any c E C such 
that 5;, < c, 
(4) if CO, k, 5‘2, . . . , L+, and G, G, G, . . . , CL+,, are increasing 
sequences from C such that 5;i = I;,! for i < n, ~1 is any formula, 
and 
5 < 5;, is the least ordinal such that L[A] k rp[A, 5, fo, PI, &, . . . , <,+,I, 
E’ < 5‘; is the least ordinal such that L[A] k q[A, g’, I;& CI, 5;, . . . , CL+,,], 
C is unique if it exists and is in fact the class C of Silver indiscernibles for L[A]. 
Whenever A G o and A# exists, A# is defined as a partial subset of w; in fact, as 
a set of Giidel numbers of certain formulas. One can consult Section 30 of [6] for 
a treatment on the theory of “x* exists” (for x E V,). 
In the first theorem of this section, Theorem 0.7, we define a game (? with 
ordinal auxiliary moves. We show that if 0’ exists, G has a W.S. F E L. We use the 
properties (l)-(4) of Silver indiscernibles given in the above lemma to ‘integrate’ 
S with respect to these ordinal auxiliary moves. These ordinal auxiliary moves 
provide the players with a way to show that a particular real x E mu is in a given 
fl: set iff a certain ordering, determined by x, is a well-ordering. 
Lemma 0.6 (Kleene [7]). Let p be a recursive ordinal and (A, 1 a < /3) witness 
A E f3-Z7: (so that there exists a recursive well-ordering of a subset E of o with 
order type f3 such that 
{(k, x) E E x Ow 1 x E Alk,} E II:). 
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Then there exists a recursive function F with domain E x {Z(i) ( x E a~ and i E w} 
such that 
(1) F(n, j(i)) is a linear ordering of 0, 1, 2, 3, . . . , i - 1 with largest element 0, 
(2) F(n, X(i)) is a subordering of F(n, X(j)) if i G j, and 
(3) x E A,,,, if Uiao F(n, X(i)) is a well-ordering. 
In the above situation, let J,, be the function with domain {X(i) ) i E w and 
x E “w} such that &,(j) = F(n, j) so that 
XEA, iff lJ F,@(i)) is a well-ording. 
ice 
Theorem 0.7 (Martin [8]). lf O# exists and D E IJp<,,z P-II:, then CD has a W.S. 
s E L[O#]. 
Proof. W.1.o.g. D is o . m-II:. Let A,., = 0. Let F be a recursive function as in 
the above lemma for the case /I = w * m so that x EA, iff lJieo F,(R(i)) is a 
well-ordering. In an auxiliary game c (to be later defined), player I tries to 
verify, for a even, x E A, by playing auxiliary ordinal moves g,F such that j H E,F 
is an order preserving map from U,,, F,@(n)) into the ordinals and player II 
does the same for (Y odd. In G, an ordinal pi is played with each integer move 
x(i): 
I X(O)> E0 x(2), 52 x(4), !E4 
* * . . II x(l), E1 x(3), E3 x(S), 55 
Certain restrictions are placed on each ci and each & is thought of as some 
particular g;. We now define for LY < w . m, na: w --, o with certain properties 
and set ET= En,(j)* 
Let n: w+ o . m be recursive such that or is even and n(2n + 1) is odd for 
n E o, Ed-’ is infinite for each (Y < o . m and if i <j < w, then for each n E w, 
the least element of n-‘(w . n + i) is less than the least element of zr-*(o . n + j). 
Let Ed,: co--, n-‘(a) be the bijection defined by “n,(i) is the least element of 
n-‘(a)\{qJj) (j<i}“. Then 
{n,(i) 1 (Y < w . m, cy is even, i E o} is the set of even integers, 
{n,(i) ) a < w * m, IX is odd, i E o} is the set of odd integers, 
n7d,.,+k(0) < ~t,_,+~+~(o) for n <m and k E o, 
q.Ji) #q(j) if (Y # /3 or i #j, and 
x,(i) <n,(j) if i <j. 
Finally, we let ey abbreviate E,,(j,. 
Notice that g,? is played before &?+i and &“+k is played before Et’n+k+l for 
n < m and k E w. Furthermore, Ey is palyed by I if (Y is even and by II if (Y is odd. 
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In G, the players may only play cy = En,(j) such that 
(i) Eye m,+l if a=m.n+k, and 
(ii) the map from F,@(j)) into the ordinals defined by k- EE is order 
preserving. 
Since z(j) and Eg, gp, gr, . . . , &I are played before c,F, we know if Ey satisfies 
(i) and (ii) exactly when it is played. Since the players may only play ordinals Ei 
which satisfy (i) and (ii), if a position in G is ever reached such that a player 
cannot make an ordinal auxiliary move (which satisfies (i) and (ii)), then that 
player 1oses.G. In fact, I wins G iff a position is reached at which II cannot make 
an ordinal auxiliary move (which satisfies (i) and (ii)). Since ( o,,+~ 1 n < m) E L, 
by Lemma 0.2 L contains a W.S. J for G definable in L from ( o,+~ 1 n Cm). 
We shall define a W.S. s for GD using S and indiscernibles for L. Whenever S is a 
W.S. for I, we want to consider possible positions in G in which II plays &+r’s 
which satisfy more stringent conditions than (i) and (ii). It will be convenient to 
have the following terminology: 
Let us say that (51, Es, Es,. . . , L-d is nicely ordered for ZZ with respect to 
z(2i) whenever the following conditions hold: 
(iii) 5.g’n+Zk+1 E ~,+~\(~~.~+*~-i + 1) if n,..+,,+,(O) s 2i - 1 and gg.“-l 
means w,, 
(iv) ~~~;+2k+l E ~~.n+*k+1\(50o.n+*k-l 
+ 1) if Jrd,.,+2k+l(j + 1) < 2i - 1, and 
(v) for any (Y odd and j E o such that Jd,(j) < 2i - 1, the map from Fn(f(j)) 
into 50” + 1 defined by k H g: is order preserving. 
Similarly, define (& E2, &, . . . , c2i) is nicely ordered for Z with respect to 
f(2i + 1). 
We say that (51, h, ES,. . . , Ezi-1) is nicely ordered for II with respect to 
(x(l), x(3), x(5), . - * , x(2i - 1)) and S whenever it is nicely ordered for II with 
respect to X(2i), where 
(x(2j), E2j) =+(l), El;X@), &i-45), 55;. . . ;Gj - I), E*j-1) 
for j < i. We similarly define (go, g2, &,, . . . , c2i) is nicely ordered for I with 
respect to (x(O), x(2), x(4), . . . , x(2i)) and S. 
Now let us assume J is a W.S. for II and define a W.S. s for II in the game Go. 
Since S E L is definable in L from the sequence ( o,,+~ 1 n Cm) of indiscernibles, 
by Lemma 0.5, we have the following: 
Lemma 0.7.1. Suppose (go, j2, ij4, . . . , 52i) and (& 51, E;, . . . , ljh) are two 
sequences of indiscernibles for L which are nicely ordered for I with respect to 
(x(O), x(2), x(4), . . . , x(2i)) and 5. Let 
(x(2i + I), &+I) =S(x(O), E&x(2), E2;X(4), E4;. . . ;X(W, 52i)t 
(x’(2i + I), E&+J = JCW, GG9, %x(4), 5;;. . . ;xW, Gil, 
and let & and k be such that n&(k) = 2i + 1 (so that Ez is an abbreviation for 
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&+l). Then x’(2i + 1) = x(2i + 1). Moreover, E;i+l= 6i+1 if the following 
condition holds : 
Whenever Q < & is even (so that n=(j) is even for j E o) and Q j) c 2i, we have 
Eke,(j) = En,(j). 
By this lemma, we define s@(O), x(2), x(4), . . . , x(2i)) to be the unique 
interger x(2i + 1) such that for any sequence (go, &, &,, . . . , ljzi) of indiscer- 
nibles for L which is nicely ordered for I with respect to 
(X(O), x(2), x(4), * * . 7 x(2i)) and S, and for some &i+l, we have 
(x(2i + l), EZ+l) =WO)~ Eo;J$9, 62;X(4), E4;. . . ; +i), hd. 
Moreover, whenever x is a play consistent with 5, by Lemma 0.7.1 we have for 
each odd a<w.rn xQ-& A, implies x E A, - see [l] for the appropriate 
argument. Therefore, since A,., = 0, for any play x consistent with s, there exists 
an even a: s o . m such that x E n,,, A,\A,; that is, x I$ D. Thus, s is a W.S. for 
II (whenever S is a W.S. for II). Similarly, one shows that player I has a W.S. 
s E L[O*] for GD if S is a W.S. for I. Thus, s E L[O#] is a W.S. for GD of the player 
for whom I E L is a W.S. and Go is determined. 0 
1. Getting determinacy from the sharp function on reals 
In this and the next section, we characterize in terms of determinacy, the 
existence of the least inner model of “every real has a sharp”; that is, the least 
inner model of “VA E o: A# exists”. In this section, we show that a certain 
determinacy hypothesis, Det(fl)*, follows from the existence of such a model, 
and we also show that a slightly stronger determinacy hypothesis, Det(fl)T, is 
equivalent to the existence of indiscernibles for such a model. We now construct 
this model: 
Definition 1.1. (1) Let ??I be the function with domain {A 5 o 1 A# exists} 
defined by A ++A#. We refer to #1 as the sharp function on reals. 
(2) For any set M, we define Def(M) as the set of all y 5 M such that for some 
formula Q, and x1, x2, x3, . . . , x,,_] E M, 
y = {x EM 1 M i= Q)[-G,, XI, x2, . . . > A-I, xl>. 
(3) By transfinite recursion, we define L,,[#J = 0, 
LE[#J = &JE L,[#,] if Zj is a limit ordinal, and 
Lg+Jsfll = Def&[ffll U {Aft 1 A E Lg[#~l n dom[#ll>). 
Finally, we let L[#J = UeeoN Lg[#J. 
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Eventually, we shall have an exact characterization for the existence of 
indiscernibles for L[#,] in terms of determinacy. However, we shall first show 
that if L[#i] k “every real has a sharp” (i.e., L[#J k “VA c_ wA# exists”), then 
Det(@)*. 
Definition 1.2. A G ww is (n”,)* iff there exists B c (“w) X w which is n”,, there 
exists (A, 1 (Y < co’), and there exists a recursive well-ordering of o of order type 
w2 such that if In] is the order type of n E w in this ordering and AZ.,, is the 
w . (n + 1)-n: set 
determined by (A, ) (Y < co’), then 
{(x, n) E (“w) x w 1 x E&J E fl: 
and 
A={x~%13n[B( x, n) & Vm <n lB(x, m) &x E AZ.,]}. 
In this case, we say that B and (A, 1 LY < o’) witness A E (n”,)*. 
We use the notation JnI and AZ., as above, whenever no confusion may arise. 
Furthermore, one may assume w.1.o.g. that any A E (I$)* has some additional 
properties: 
Lemma 1.3. Zf A E (I@*, then B and (A, I cx < CO”) exist which witness 
A E (n”,) * and such that 
(i) AB~A,if/3<a<~2, 
(ii) n,<,z A, = 0, and 
(iii) x E Az.n ex EA:.~ whenever B(x, n) and n 6 m (so that x E A *x E A:., 
whenever 3n s m B(x, n)). 
In this case, we say that B and (A, ) a < ai’) strongly witness A E (I@*. 
Proof. Let B’ and (Ah. I (Y < o’) witness that A E (n”,)*. Let 
A:.,, = {x E A:.,, I Vm <It lB(x, m) and 31 B(x, 1)) 
and otherwise AL is AL. Now set A, = nsSaAi. Since B E A:, each {(x, n) E 
(“w)xo[x~A,,,}~l-I:. q 
We extensively use the proof of Theorem 0.7 in this section. In that proof, 
ordinal auxiliary moves gi are played in an auxiliary game to see if x is in a 
w . m-II: set D. In the proofs of each of the theorems in this section, we have a 
given sequence (A, 1 a < co’) which witnesses that some set is 02-flt and we 
similarly want to know if x E mu is in the o . (n + 1)-n: set AZ., - in each case, x 
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will be a play of a certain game. Therefore, we define an auxiliary game with 
ordinal auxiliary moves & which we then use to determine if .X EA,.,. It will be 
convenient to have the following terminology: 
Definition 1.4. Let (A, 1 (Y < o * m) witness that D is w *m-II:, (co, cl, &, 
. . . ) &--1) be a sequence of ordinals, and x(O), x(l), x(2), . . . , x(i - 1) E w. 
Define F, (F, ( (Y < o * m), n, and JCO, as in Theorem 0.7, and whenever 
&(j) < 4 let Ey = 5n,_(j). Notice that, as in Theorem 0.7, whenever n,(j) <i, we 
have: _i?(j + 1) is defined (since j c n,(j) < i) and Eg, E?, EF, . . . , g,? are defined 
(since n,(O) < n,(l) < ~r~(2) < * . . <.n,(i)). We say that (50, 61, ~5, . . . , &-J is 
propertly ordered with respect to 
(x(O), x(l), x(2), . * . , x(i - 1)) (or just X(i)) and (A, ( (Y < w . m) 
using ( rci+i 1 i < m ) iff whenever n,(j) < i, we have 
(i) Eye K,+I if a=o.n+kforsomekeW(andn<m), and 
(ii) the map from Fa(i(j + 1)) into the ordinals defined by k H 5: is order 
preserving. 
Usually, (A, 1 cy< o . m) is clear from the context. Moreover, often we 
describe a game G with integer moves x(i) E w and ordinal auxiliary moves cj 
such that we require the players to only play so that (&, E,, &, . . . , &_J is 
properly ordered with respect to X(i) using some particular sequence ( K~+~ ) i < 
m). For example, in Theorem 0.7, we require the players to play Ei such that 
(&,, E1, c2, . . . , &-1) is properly ordered with respect to X(i) using ( wi+i ( i < 
m). In such games, X(i) is usually clear from the context so that we may just say 
that the (auxiliary ordinal moves) ~j must be properly ordered using (K;+, 1 i < 
m). In Theorem 1.5, we describe an auxiliary game G’ in which auxiliary moves 
& are played to determine if x is in some o . (n + 1)-n: set A:.,, and in fact, & 
will be required to be properly ordered using ( wI~$~l(fiSC~r,S...ST,)) 1 i c n , where 
T,, T,, T2,. . ., T, E I!,[#,] are defined in the proof of Theorem 1.5. 
In Theorem 1.5, we show 
Det(@)* follows from L[#,] k “every real has a sharp”. 
Our original proof of this result combined the use of indiscernibles to integrate 
with respect to ordinal auxiliary moves (as done in Theorem 0.7) with Wolfe’s 
proof [lo] of Det(Z$). We combine such use of indiscernibles with Martin’s proof 
of Bore1 determinacy to get this result and more. 
In the proof of Theorem 1.5, we define an open auxiliary game G’ for some 
game GA such that A E Oo. We use ‘the ordinal of a position’- defined in the 
Preliminaries- to define a canonical W.S. for G’. In G’, the players make two 
different types of auxiliary moves (described in the theorem). Player I sometimes 
plays in G’ a set T of positions in GA such that if 3(2i + 1) E T, then X(2i + 2) E T 
for any x(2i + 1) E o. We say that T is an I-imposed subgame of the game G if T 
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is a set of positions of G such that p E T whenever p is a position of even length, 
say of length 2i + 2, which extends some position p’ E T of length 2i + 1. Thus, an 
I-imposed subgame of G is a set of positions which restricts I’s moves but does 
not restrict II’s moves. If p is a legal position of the game G’, then let GI, be the 
game in which both players are required to play so that all positions are consistent 
with p, and if neither player loses by failing to meet this requirement, then the 
winning conditions for GL are exactly the same as for G’. If q,, q2, . . . , qn are 
legal positions of the game G’ and qi extends all of the positions ql, q2, . . . , qn, 
define G’(ql, q2, . . . , q,J to be the game Gi,. 
Theorem 1.5. Zf L[#,] k “every real has a sharp”, then Det(z)*. 
Proof. Assume L[#,] k “every real has a sharp”. Let B E fl and (A, ( (Y < co”) 
strongly witness A E (fl)*. Then 3R E A: such that B(x, n) ++Vk R@(k), n) and 
such that 
(i) if lR(i(k), n) & Vj <k R(f(j), n), then k is odd. 
Condition (i) helps to simplify the proof. We describe an open game G’ which 
has a W.S. that we integrate to get a W.S. for GA. G’ will have two types of 
auxiliary moves: Bore1 auxiliary moves and ordinal auxiliary moves. The Bore1 
auxiliary moves are of the form T, (ii, ti) (described below) and are played 
before any ordinal auxiliary moves 5i are played. Each fi is either 0 or 1, and the 
Bore1 auxiliary moves continue to be played until some I,, = 1 is played, at which 
point the ordinal auxiliary moves ci start being played. Unless all li = 0, a typical 
play of G ’ is 
1 To 44 G m 
II (0, to) 4) (0, tr) X(3) . ‘. 
T . . . n-1 x(2n - 2) r, 42n), 5” x(2n + 2), 52 
(0, L,) x(h - 1) (1. -) x(2n + I), 5, x(2n + 3)7 53 
“.. 
If all pi = 0, then no ordinal auxiliary moves are ever played and the Bore1 
auxiliary moves T, (5, ti) are played forever; in this case, the play of G’ is 
I To x(0) q x(2) 
II (0, k> -r(I) (0, t1> X(3) . * ** 
We shall use the Bore1 auxiliary moves T, (5, ti) to determine if B(x, i). If there 
is an n such that I,, = 1, we shall integrate a W.S. for G’ with respect to the ordinal 
auxiliary moves Zji to determine if x E AZ.,. 
The Bore1 and ordinal auxiliary moves must satisfy the following conditions: 
(ii) Player I may only play z E L[#,] such that q is an I-imposed subgame of 
G,(X(2i), to, tl, f2, . . . , L1). 
(iii) II must play 0 for ?,, if the integer moves which are played before ?,, 
witness lB(x, n) (i.e., 3j =S 2n lR(Z(j), n)). 
(iv) If ?,, = 0, II must play f,, E T, of odd length which is compatible with f(2n) 
and ‘witnesses’ lB(x, n); that is, if f,, = _f(2i + l), then 3j c 2i + 1 lR(f(j), n). 
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(v) If i, = 0, both players may only play integer moves x(i) such that X(i + 1) 
and f, are compatible (i.e., every position j(j) in T is consistent with X(2i)). 
(vi) If II plays i, = 1, then II plays f, = ( ) and only integer moves x(j - 1) 
such that X(j) E T, may be palyed in G’. 
(vii) If II plays 1, = 1, then only integer moves x(j - 1) such that R(x(j), n) 
may be played in G’. 
(viii) Once I,, = 1 is played, both players start playing ordinal auxiliary moves 
& which are properly ordered with respect to (A, 1 (Y < o . (n + 1)) using 
(w~U?.I(Torl.T2 )...) T.)) 1 isn). 
Condition (iv) reflects that player II is promising that lB(x, n) whenever he 
plays ?” = 0. Condition (vii) reflects that player II is promising B(x, n) whenever 
he plays $ = 1. In fact, if lR(.i?(j), n) and Vi <j R(z?(i), n), then j is odd so that 
x(j - 1) is a move of player I and hence, there is no legal move x(j) for II to play. 
Player I wins G’ iff a (legal) position (of odd length) is reached at which II 
cannot make a (legal) move. Since G’ is an open game, define, for each ordinal 
o, P, as the set of positions with ordinal o! and let P = UneON P,. The set of legal 
positions for G’ is in L[#i], and if p is a legal position in G’ such that 1, = 1 for 
some move (2,, tn) included in p, then the set 1, of legal positions consistent with 
p is definable in (L[T,], E, T,) from ( wiL!~1(To*r’8Tzz~.~3r,)) 1 i c n . In fact, L[#,] has 
a definable well-ordering < of the legal positions for G’ such that for any legal 
position p in G’ which includes some & that is equal to 1, < 1 lp is a well-ordering 
of the legal positions of G’ consistent with p and is definable in L[T,] from 
((+U%(Torl.Tz )...I T.)) 1 i c n). Therefore, by Lemma 0.2, G’ has a W.S. s’ definable 
in L[#,]. Moreover, if p is a position which includes some 1, that is equal to 1, 
then s’ ) 1, is a W.S. for Gj, definable from ( w,!YY~‘(~~~*~*.-.,~)) I i s n) in any inner 
model of ZF in which < I lP is definable. Besides L[##J, L[T,] is such an inner 
model, and we will integrate s’ with respect to the original auxiliary moves & by 
using indiscernibles for (L[ T,], E, T,) if I,, = 1. We will use s’ E L[#,] to define a 
W.S. s E L[#,] for GA. 
Let us first consider the case in which ( ) E P. Then s’ E L[#,] is a W.S. for I. 
We use s’ to define a W.S. s for I in GA. Let To = s’(( )), I,, = 1, and 
PO = (T,; (1, -)). A s mentioned earlier, s’ I I,,, is a W.S. for GiO and is definable in 
L[T,]. Since GE L[#,] is a set of integers and L[#,] k “every real has a sharp”, 
(L[T,], E, To) has indiscernibles. In Theorem 0.7, player I’s W.S. s E L for G is 
integrated with respect to the Ezi+l’s using indiscernibles for L to get a W.S. 
s E L[O#] for GD. Analogous to this, define I’s W.S. s for GA by integrating 
s’ I lpo E L[T,] with respect to the ordinal auxiliary moves &i+l in G’ using the 
indiscernibles for (L[T,], E, TJ. If II does not lose G’ by +(j(i), 0) holding for 
some i, then x EA:.~ (just as x E D in Theorem 0.7). 
So assume x(i - 1) is played such that 
-dZ(_f(i), 0) while Vj < i R@(j), 0). 
Disregard (fo, -) and instead let i. = 0. Since i is odd by (i), let to =x(i) and 
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define s(( )) to be ~‘((0, to)). Let I, = 1 and 
p1= (T,; (0, hI);~(o);~(l); T,; (1, -)I. 
Analogous to the case & = 1, define s by integrating s’ 1 I,, using indiscernibles for 
(L[T’], E, T,). Since II plays (0, to) and II’s initial integer moves are 
x(1) = (&43) = (t0)3, . . . > (~0)lh(t”)--2, 
s’ will have I play x(O), x(2), . . . , x(lh(t,) - 1); hence, 
s@(l), X(3), x(5), . . . , X(2j - 1)) = X(2j) 
whenever 2i c lh(t,) - 1. Furthermore, we get x E AZ., unless iB(x, 1) is verified 
at some position, at which point we let 2, = 0, pick t1 to witness lB(x, 1) (exactly 
as to witnessed iB(x, 0)), and define s by integrating s’ 1 lp2, where p2 is the 
position 
(T,; (0, PO); x(O); x(l); T,; (0, pi) ; x(2); x(3); Tz; (1, -)) 
consistent with s’. We continue in this manner and obtain a strategy s E L[#i] for 
I in GA. 
We now show that s is in fact a W.S. for I. Whenever any ?,, was changed to 0, it 
was because lB(x, n) had been verified by t,, ; whereas if 2, remained 1, 
Z?@(i), n) held for each i so that B(x, n). Thus, &, was changed to 0 iff lB(x, n); 
hence i, = 1 iff B(x, n). Moreover, if all the In’s were changed to 0, then II 
always made a legal move, which contradicts s’ being a W.S. for I. Therefore, 
some ?n remained 1, and in this case, x EA:.,. Thus, B(x, n) &x E AZ., so that 
x EA. Consequently, s is a W.S. for I. 
Now let us consider the case in which ( ) 4 P. Then s’ E ,!,[#,I is a W.S. for II. 
We shall integrate s ’ to get a W.S. s E L[#,] for II in GA. Let 
To= {positions p in GA 1 VT’ E L[#,] (0, p) #s’(T’)} E L[#,]. 
If (0, p) = s’(T,), then by the definition of To, p $ To so that the position 
(To; (0,~)) is a loss for II, contradicting (0,~) =s’(T,) and S’ is a W.S. for II. 
Thus, s’(T,) = (1, -) and so we let p. = (To, (1, -)). Since To E L[#,] is a set of 
integers and 
L[#,] k “every real has a sharp”, 
Wd, E, To) has indiscernibles. Define s by integrating s’ 1 lp,, with respect to the 
Ezi’s; use the indiscernibles for (L[T,], E, To) to integrate s’ 1 I,, with respect to 
the Ezi’s. If X(2i + 1) E To for all i E w, then since s’ is a W.S. for II, B(x, 0) and 
x $ Az_O (just as x $ D in Theorem 0.7); therefore, II wins GA in this case. 
So assume we reach a position X(2i + 1) such that X(2i + 1) $ To while X(i) E To 
for all j 6 2i. Then, by the definition of To, there exists Th E L[#,] such that 
(0, .f(2i + 1)) = s’(TA). Now disregard To. Let x(l) = s’( TA; x(O)), f. = 0, to = 
X(2i + l), and 
c = {positionsp in GA(X(2), to) 1 VT’ E L[#,] (0,~) #s’(Tb;x(O); T’)}. 
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Then s’(T&; x(O); TJ = (1, -), just as s’(T,J = (1, -). Let 
p1=(G; (O,x(2i+1));x(O);x(l);T,; (1, -)I, 
and define s by integrating s’ ) lpl with respect to the new gzi’s using indiscernibles 
for (L[T,], E, T,). Since (0, X(2i + 1)) = s’(TX) and I’s initial integer moves are 
x(O), x(2), x(4), . . . , x(29, s’ will have II again play 
x(l), x(3), . . . , x(2i - 1). 
If X(2j + 1) E T, for all j E w, then B(x, l), x 4 AZ.,, and II has won GA. If I plays 
some x(2j) (for j > i) such that X(2j + 1) 4 T,, then analogous to the case where 
we reached a L(2i + 1) $ To, let t, =i(2j + l), get a position 
p2= U-b; (0, p,,);4%4l); T:; ‘,‘A p1);42);@); T2; (1, -)) 
consistent with s ‘, define s by integrating s ’ ( l,,, and either reach a position not in 
T2 or show B(x, 2) and x 4 A:,2 so that II wins GA. Continue in this manner, thus 
providing II with a strategy s E L[ #i] for GA. 
We show that s is a W.S. for II. If for some n E w, the Bore1 auxiliary move T, 
was never changed to TA (and hence i, was never changed from 1 to 0), then 
B(x, n) and x $ AL., so that x $ A and II wins GA. So consider the case in which 
each Bore1 auxiliary move T, was changed to TA (and hence each i, was changed 
from 1 to 0). Then the play of G’ is 
I T;, x(O) T; x(2) Ti 
II (0, to) x(l) (09 t1) x(3) (0, tz) . * .- 
For each n E IX, t, witnesses lB(x, n), and since Vn 3i t, =X(2i + l), we have 
Vn iB(x, n) so that II wins GA. Thus, in either case, II wins GA and hence, 
s E ,!,[#,I is II’s W.S. for GA (whenever s’ is II’s w.s.). •i 
From [l], we know that Ok* exists iff Det(k * 2:):. Furthermore, (k * .Z$s E 
(fl)* for all k. Therefore, since the existence of Ock+ljX doesn’t follow from the 
existence of okft, Det(@)* cannot follow from the existence of any Ok*. 
Now that we have shown Det(fl)* is no stronger than 
L[#,] k “every real has a sharp”, 
we would like to define some r slightly larger than (fl)* such that Det(r) 
implies L[#,] b “every real has sharp”. There can be no r whose determinacy is 
equivalent to this. However, we define (fl)T whose determinacy is equivalent to 
the existence of indiscernibles for L[#,]. 
Definition 1.6. A E “‘w is (rr”,): iff there exists B and (A, ) a< w’) which 
witness some A’ is (a)* and there exists D E w . m-II: (for some m E w) such 
that x EA++x EA’ or (Vn-B(x, n) &LX ED). In this case, we denote A by 
B*((A, ) a!< w2>, D) 
and we say that B, (A, 1 a~< w2), and D witness that A E (ll$:. 
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In the next theorem, we show that Det(@): follows from the existence of 
indiscernibles for L[#,]. Assume L[#,] has an uncountable set C of indiscer- 
nibles. First we show that 
L[#i] k “every real has a sharp”. 
If not, then the least real in L[#,] which does not have a sharp is definable in 
L[#,] so that C is a set of indiscernibles for this real and therefore it has a sharp. 
Thus, as Menachem Magidor pointed out (with the preceding argument), if L[#,] 
has indiscernibles, then L[#i] k “every real has a sharp”. 
If B, (A, 1 a < d), and D witness that A is (@)I, then player I can still win 
GA even if Vn iB(x, n). In fact, if Vn lB(x, n), then x E A iff x E D; whereas, if 
3n B(x, n), then x E A iff x E B*((A, 1 a< co*)). In the proof of the following 
theorem, we use Bore1 auxiliary moves (as we did in Theroem 1.5) to try to 
ascertain when B(x, n) holds, and once these Bore1 auxiliary moves ‘indicate’ that 
B(x, n) holds, we can use the fact that L[#,] k “every real has a sharp” to 
‘determine’ if x E AZ., as we did in Theorem 1.5. However, if the Bore1 auxiliary 
moves ‘indicate’ that Vn lB(x, n), then we use the indiscernibles for L[#i] to 
‘determine’ if x E D. 
Theorem 1.7. Zf L[#i] has indiscernibles, then Det(@)T. 
Proof. Assume L[#J has uncountable set C of indiscernibles. Then, as men- 
tioned earlier, L[#,] k “every real has a sharp”. Let B, (A, 1 (Y < a?*), and D 
witness that A is (n”) 1 :, and let (D, ( LY < o . m) witness that D is w - m-II:. 
Furthermore, let R E A: such that B(x, n) @Vi R@(i), n) and i is odd if 
iR(,f(i), n). We show Det(G,). 
This proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 1.5. We describe an open game 
G* which has a W.S. s* E L[#,] that we integrate to get a W.S. for GA. The only 
difference between the play of G* and that of G’ from Theorem 1.5 is that in G* 
ordinal auxiliary moves AZ and j12i+l are respectively played with the integer 
moves x(2i) and x(2i + 1) whenever Vj s i ii = 0. The A;‘s are properly ordered 
with respect to _f(i + 1) and (0, I a< w * m) using ( oi+i I i cm). The Bore1 
auxiliary moves T and (ii, ti) and the ordinal auxiliary moves Ei of G* must 
satisfy conditions (ii) through (vii) of Theorem 1.5 with G’ replaced by G*. If 
some i,, = 1 is played, then the play of G* is 
1 To X(O), A” Tl X(2)? A2 
II (0, to> x(l), A1 (0, t1> x(3), A3 * * . 
C-1 x(2n - 9, A*n-2 T, . . . 
(0, c-1) x(2n - 11, 3C2n--1 (1, -> 
x@n), 50 x(2n + 9, E2 
42n + 11, 61 x(2n + 3) &-3 . . * . 
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If II plays li = 0 for all i, then A,, is played with each x(n) and the play of G* will 
be 
1 xl x(O), & 4% 4 x(4), A, 
II (07 to) x(S), A, . . . 
As in Theorem 1.5, the Bore1 auxiliary moves q, (ii, ti) are used to 
‘determine’ if B(x, n) and the auxiliary ordinal moves Ei are used to show 
whether x E A:.,. However, if Vn lB(x, n), then player I does not necessary lose 
GA as he did GA of Theorem 1.5; in fact, I wins GA (in this case) iff x E D. If 
Vn +3(x, n) and II correctly plays i,, = 0 for each n, we will use the auxiliary 
ordinal moves Li to ‘determine’ if x E D. 
I wins G* iff a position is reached at which II cannot make a (legal) move. G* 
is an open game and therefore we define, for each ordinal LY, P, as the set of 
positions with ordinal LX and let P = UMEON P,. Since ( oi+l ( i cm) E L[#,], the 
set of legal positions for G* is in L[#,]. Moreover, as in Theorem 1.5, we have: 
(i) If p is a legal position which includes some 1, = 1, then the set lP of legal 
positions of G’ consistent with p is in L[T,]. 
(ii) G* has a W.S. s* E L[#,] definable in L[#i] such that if p is any legal 
position of G* which includes some ?n = 1, then s* 1 f, E L[T,] and s* 1 I,, is a W.S. 
for G,*. 
We integrate s* with respect to the Bore1 auxiliary moves and the &‘s exactly 
as we did in Theorem 1.5. Since s* E L[#,], we use the indiscernibles for L[#i] 
and the lemma below to integrate s* with respect to the &‘s. 
Lemma 1.7.1. Let 
p = (T,; (0, hJ;x(O), hl;4), 4; T,, (0, h);42), A,; x(3), k 
T2, to,&);. . . ; x(2n - 11, L-1) 
and 
p’ = (T& (0, t&); x’(O), n;; x’(l), A;; T;, (0, t;);x’(2), A;;x’(3), A;; 
G (0, G); . . . ;x’(2n - l), A&-,) 
be legal positions of G* consistent with s*. 
(iii) Zf s* is a W.S. for I, the ordinal auxiliary moves Iz,i_1 and &_I are elements 
of C (i.e., are indiscernibles for L[#,]) for i 6 n, and II’s Bore1 auxiliary and 
integer moves are the same for both p and p ’ (i.e., x(2i - 1) = x’(2i - 1) and ti = ti 
for i < n), then I’s Bore1 auxiliary and integer moves are the same for p and p’ 
(i.e., x(2i) =x’(2i) and z = TI). 
(iv) Zf s* is a W.S. for II, the ordinal auxiliary moves Eli and A& are elements of 
C for i s n, and Bore1 auxiliary and integer moves of player I are the same for p 
and p’ (i.e., x(2i - 2) = x’(2i - 2) and z = Ti), then II’s Boref auxiliary and 
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integer moves are the same for both p and p’ (i.e., x(2i + 1) = x’(2i + 1) and ti = t; 
for i <n). 
Analogous to the integration of S’ in Theorem 1.5, integrate s* with respect the 
Bore1 auxiliary moves and the &‘s, using Lemma 1.7.1, so that the following 
hold: 
(v) If I,, = 0, then +3(x, n). 
(vi) If I,, = 1, then B(x, n) and 
x E A:.,, iff s* is a w.s. for player I. 
Analogous to the integration in Theorem 0.7 of S with respect to the ordinal 
auxiliary moves using indiscernibles for L, integrate s* with respect to the Ai’s 
using indiscernibles for L[#,] so as to obtain the following: 
Lemma 1.7.2. Suppose for every n E o, there exists (I.: 1 i < 2n ) such that 
X&+, E C for i <n ifs* is a W.S. for I, X$ E C for i < n ifs* is a W.S. for II, and the 
position 
pi = (G; (0, td;x(O), %x(l), G; T,; (0, t,);x(2), G;x(3), A;; 
G; (0, td;x(3), %x(4), A!;. . . ; T,; (0, tn)) 
is consistent with s*. Then x ED iff s* is a W.S. for I. 
Integrating s* so that (v), (vi), and Lemma 1.7.2 hold, obtain a strategy s for 
GA such that s is a strategy of the player for whom s* is a W.S. and if x is a play 
consistent with s, then the following hold: 
(vii) If B(x, n) &Vi <nlB(x, i), then x EA:., iff s* is a W.S. for I. 
(viii) If VnlB(x, n), x ED iff s* is a W.S. for I. 
Since s and s* are strategies of the same player, by (vii) and (viii) s is a W.S. for 
G 0 A- 
2. Determinacy yields an inner model of the sharp function on reals 
Now having shown Det(fl)z follows from the existence of indiscernibles for 
L[#,], we prove the converse: If Det(@)T, then L[#,] has indiscernibles. 
However, we first need to show that if Det(fl)T, then L[#,] k “every real has a 
sharp”. 
The types of games we define in this section were introduced by Solovay in his 
proof that the axiom of determinacy implies that w, is a measurable cardinal. 
Martin (see [l]) applied these types of games during the beginning of the 1970’s, 
to show that indiscernibles for L exist if all /3-n: games are determined for 
p < w*. We similarly use these types of games to obtain indiscernibles (for 
various inner models). 
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It will be convenient for the rest of this paper to let ;rd : o- ts2 be a recursive 
function such that for each p < c?, n-l(p) is infinite; and to let, for each /3 < CD*, 
ns : co--, n-‘(/3) be the bijection given by defining rig(j)) to be the least element of 
n-‘(@)\{ns(i) ) i <j}. 
Let a and b be elements of ww. We now define pi(a, 6) for i E w. For each 
/3 < w2, we construe a ( {q(k) ( k E w} and b ) {Jts(k) ( k E o}, respectively, as 
relations S,(a) and Z’,‘,(b) on o, and let ~~(a) (resp. &(b)) be the order type of 
So(a) (resp. TB(b)) whenever So(b) (resp. q(b)) is a well-ordering. If ~~.~+~(a) 
and ao,i+k(b) are defined for all k, let 
If z E Oo, u(k) = z(2k), and b(k) = z(2k + 1) for all k E w, then let p,(z) be an 
abbreviation for pi((U),, (b),). W e will be interested in p,(z) for plays z of the 
games defined in this section. 
Suppose that z is the play of one of the games defined in this section. Let 
u(k) = z(2k) and b(k) = b(2k + 1) for all k E w. Take the statement 
“check to see if either player wins on pO(z), p,(z), p2(z), . . . , pl_l(z)” 
as an abbreviation for the following: Player I loses G if ~@((a),,) is undefined for 
some B < o .l such that 6,.((b),) is defined for all /3’ < p, and similarly player II 
loses G if 6,((b),) is undefined for some /3 < o * I such that ~~,((a)~) is defined 
for all 6’ s /3. If z is clear from the context, then we simply say 
“check to see if either player wins on pO, pl, p2, . . . , pI-,“. 
If neither player has won on po, pl, p2, . . . , P[-~, then po, p, , p2, . . . , P,__~ 
actually exist (i.e., they are defined as above). 
In the proof of Theorems 2.3 and 2.6, we shall use W.S. for two (fl): games 
G, and G2 to get the desired results. These two games are very similar. 
Therefore, we define both games at the same time. 
Definition 2.1. We define the (fl)T games G1 and G2. If E E {1,2} and z E “‘w is 
the play of GE with I playing a E ww and II playing b E @o, let 
Xl = (a)o, M = (~11, 4 = (a)27 EI = (a),, 
xz = @Jo, N = (bh, s, = PI21 E2 = (bh; 
if E = 1, let r, = (u),(O) an d r2 = (b)4(0). As we shall see, x1 and x2 are played so 
that we can define ordinals pi (for i E 0). 
In the game G,, we want L,,[#,] to be a model of “V = L[#,]“. In G,, M is I’s 
attempt to play (a code for) L,,[#,] (i.e., a model with universe o which is 
isomorphic to LpO[#l]) and iV is II’s attempt to play (a code for) L,,J#,]. r, [resp. 
rz] is I’s [resp. II’s] attempt to play a “c~~,,~,, large” real r E L,,,[#,] such that 
every real r’ CL,,tat,, r has a sharp. 
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In the game G2, we want L,,[#,] to be a model of “V = L[#,] and every real 
has a sharp”. In G2, M is I’s attempt to play (a code for) L,,[#,] while N is II’s 
attempt to play (a code for) L,,[#,]. 
In both games, the players play S, and Ei (for i = 1, 2) so that it is easy to see 
that B - defined below - is fl. We consider Sr, S,, E,, and E2 as subsets of 
0 X w. S1 is I’s attempt to play 
{(c, d) ) M L “c is a subset of w with sharp P} 
while S, is II’s attempt to play 
{(c, d) 1 N k “c is a subset of w with sharp P}. 
El is I’s attempt to play 
{(c, d) 1 M k “d is a subset of u and c E,+, P} 
while Ez is II’s attempt to play 
{(c, d) 1 N i= “d is a subset of o and c Ed P}. 
Now we define the fl set B, which is used to define both (fl): games G1 and 
G2. We first define B’ and then define B in terms of B’. If z is the play of GE and 
if n, It’, m, m’, k E w, we interpret B’(z, n, n’, m, m’, k) as the players 
disagreeing about the sharp of some real common to both M and N; that is, “in 
M, m represents the same subset u of w as n does in N”, and the players disagree 
about the sharp of u (i.e., M thinks “m’ is the sharp of a”, N thinks “n’ is the 
sharp of a”, and exactly one of m’ and n’ “contain the formula k”. In fact, let 
B’(z, m, m’, n, n’, k) iff 
Vj[(j,m)~E,ct(j,n)~E21, (m,m’)ESr, 
(n, n’) e & and (k,m’)EEl++(k,n’)$E,. 
Let 
B(z, i) ++ B’(z, MO, (i)i, (%, (%, (%) & 1 s (%. 
We now define the winning conditions for G1 and G2. Consider a play z of GE, 
where either 5 equals 1 or 2: 
G1 I ~1 M S, El ri 
II x2 N S2 & r2 
GZ I ~1 M S, El 
II x2 N s, E2’ 
If 5 = 1, define ?i as {j E w I (j, ri) E E;} for i = 1, 2. 
First assume B(z, i) and,Vj < i lB(z, j). Then check to see if either player wins 
on PO, pl, h . . . , h-1. If neither has won, then define po, pi, pz, . . . , pi_1. 
Let m = (Qo, m’ = (i)l, II = (i)2, n’ = (i)3, and k = (i)4 and define fi, ri’, A, and 
&’ similar to as we have defined fi: if y, is either m or m’ and y2 is either n or n’, 
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we let yi equal {j E o 1 (j, yi) E Ei} for i = 1, 2. Since B(z, i), the players disagree 
about the sharp of some subset o of o; that is, 
(1) ~%=fi, (m,m’)~&, (~,~‘)E&, ke&‘ek$A’, andl<(&. 
Then if we denote the subset r!i = A of o by u, I wins G, (respectively, G2) iff the 
following holds: 
(2) k E riz’ iff k is the Giidel number of some formula +(uO, u,, Q, . . . , vi) 
(so that j < k) and &,[a] b ~[a, PO, pl, p2, . . . , pi-11 (respectively, L,,,+,[(T] k 
$[a, PI7 P/+1, Pl+Z,. . . > Pl+j-11). 
In G2, po, pl, 132,... , pIcj are all defined since j < (i)4 and 1s (i)5. 
Now we define the winning conditions for GE assuming VilB(t, i) (in which 
case m, m’, n, and IZ’ are not defined). First consider the case E = 2. Check to see 
if either player wins on pO, pl, p2, . . . , pl, and if not, define po, p,, p2, . . . , pt. 
Then player I loses G2 unless the following hold: 
(3) M is a (well-founded) model of “V = L[#,] and every real has a sharp” 
such that the ordinals in M have order type pt; 
(4) (m, m’) E S, t, M L “m and m’ are subsets of o such that m’ is the sharp of 
m”; and 
(k, m) E E, -for some j E w, M L j E,,, m and k is the order type of 
{i E w ( M F i is an element of o which is less then j}. 
If neither player has yet lost, then II wins G2 iff both (5) and (6) below hold: 
(5) N is a (well-founded) model of “V = J!,[#~] and every real has a sharp” 
such that the ordinals in N have order type pt; 
qwT[PO~ Pl, P2, . . . f PI-J; 
(6) (n, n’) E S2 * N k “n and .’ are subsets of w such that IZ’ is the sharp of n”; 
and 
(k,n)eE2*forsomejEW, NKjENnandkistheordertypeof 
{i E o 1 N b i is an element of w which is less that j}. 
Finally we define the winning conditions for G, for the case VilB(z, i) (in 
which case m, m’, rz, and 11’ are not defined). Check to see if either player wins 
on po, PI, ~2,. . . , p2f, and if not, define po, pl, p2, . . . , p2t. Then player I loses 
G, unless both condition (4) above and the following hold: 
(a) M is a (well-founded) model of V = I,[#,] such that the ordinals in M have 
order type po; 
(b) if there exists m Ed M such that & = 4 and M km -c~[#,, r,, then 
~,,[~2lbJt~2z, PO7 Ply P27 * . * 2 PI-11 
* 47[?2, PI, PI+~, PI+Z, . . . , PU-J; and 
(c) q&l b d4, PO, Pi, P29 . * . 9 PI-*I. 
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If neither player has yet lost, then II loses G1 unless condition (6) and the 
following hold: 
(d) N is a (well-founded) model of V = L[#I] such that the ordinals in N have 
order type po; 
(e) if there exists IZ cN N such that ii = ?, and N k n <L,ff,l r,, then 
&&I != dh;, Pot Pl, P2, . . . 7 PI-11 
*dh, PI, P!+~, KJ~+~, . . . , PSJ; and 
(0 &J&l LT4f22, PO, Pl, P2, . . . , PI-II. 
If neither player has yet lost, then I wins G1 iff 
(g) there exists m Ed M such that & = 4 and A4 km <LItt,l r,. 
For 5 = 1, 2, GE is a (fl): game and therefore has a W.S. sg. Now we show that 
for plays of GE consistent with sE, the player without the W.S. sE essentially has 
control over the ordinals pi’s; that is, we show the following: 
Lemma 2.2. Assume Det(fl): and fix E E (1, 2). Let z = 1 ifss is II’s W.S. and 
otherwise let z = 2. A closed unbounded subset C of w1 exists such that for any 
increasing sequence (Pi 1 i < w ) of elements from C, there exists x with the 
following property: For any play z of Cc consistent with sE such that x, - which is 
played by the player without the W.S. -is equal to x, we have the following: 
(i) Zf B(z, i) and Vj < i lB(z, j), then for all j < i, Pi(z) exists and is equal to 
Pj* 
(ii) Zf VilB(z, i), then for each j s 21, Pi(z) exists and is equal to pj. 
(iii) For each p E C, L,[#,] is an elementary submodel of L,,[#,]. 
Proof. Let us first consider the case in which E = 1 and s1 is I’s W.S. If 17 < o1 and 
i, j E 0, let 
Br“+j = {z E wo consistent with s1 ( VP’ < o . i + j 
6&x2) is defined and less then q and either 
3 > i [B(z, i’) &Vj’ < i’lB(z, j’)] or (i s 21 &Vi’lB(z, i’)}. 
Then if /3 < o2 and z E B{, ys(xI) must exist since otherwise z would be a loss for 
I which is in consistent with I’s W.S. sl. As in [lo, 4A.6, p. 1971 
sup Y&i) < ml, 
rcE{ 
so let 
v(P, rl) = sup y&J and v(n) = sup v(B, 77)~ ~1. 
ZEB# fbhd 
Then C’ = {E< o1 1 Vr] < 5 v(q) < E} is club in or. Furthermore, by the 
Lijwenheim-Skolem Theorem, a closed unbounded subset C of C’ exists such 
that for any p E C, L,[#,] is an elementary submodel of L,,[#,]. 
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Let us show that C satisfies the other properties, (i) and (ii), given in the 
lemma. Choose an arbitrary increasing sequence (pi 1 i < o) from C. Let x E w. 
be such that each (~o.i+j(X) 1 j E co) is an increasing sequence converging to pi. 
Let z be any play of G consistent with si in which II plays x2 =x. Since z is a win 
for I, ~~.~+~(xi) must exist for any j E w and any i such that either 3k > i 
B(z, k) & Vk’ <k 33(z, k’) or i G 2f& Vk 3l(z, k); furthermore, for any such i, 
yo.i+j(xl) < pi since each pi E C. Thus, we have (i) and (ii). We similarly handle 
the other cases (in which either sg is a W.S. for II or 5 = 2). 0 
Theorem 2.3. If Det(fl)z, then L[#,] k “every real has a sharp”. 
Proof. Assume Det(fl)S. Fix a formula v, let r E I,[#,] be a subset of w, and 
assume for every subset r’ E L[#,] of o such that r’ <L,x,j r, r’ has a sharp. 
r E L,,[#,] by the usual Skolem hull argument. By Lemma 0.5, it suffices to show 
that there exists a closed unbounded subset of w1 such that for any increasing 
sequence p. < p1 < p2 < . . * < p2/ from C, 
-L&l k dr, PO, ~3, Ph . . . , PI-IIG dry PI, pl+l, pI+2, . . , h-J 
Since Det(@)T, the W.S. s, for the game G, exists (see Definition 2.1) and the 
closed unbounded set C of Lemma 2.2 exists. W.1.o.g. assume the following: 
(*) for any subset r’ E L,,[#,] of o such that r’ <LIs,l r, C is a set of 
indiscernibles for L,,[r’] and for any p E C, &[r’] and L,,[r] respectively 
are elementary submodels of L,,[r’] and L,,[r]. 
This follows from there being only countably many such r’ and for each such r’, 
L[r’] has a closed, unbounded subset of oi of indiscernibles. 
We prove this theorem for the case in which s1 is a W.S. for II. The proof of this 
theorem for the case in which s1 is a W.S. for I is similar and is left to the reader. 
Since the proof would be complete if L,,[r]k-wp[r, po, pl, p2, . . . , p,-,] for 
every increasing sequence p. < pi < p2 < . . . <p/-l from C, let po< pi < p2 < 
. . . < pl_* be any increasing sequence of elements from C such that 
&Jr] k 47[r, PO, pl, p2, . . . , PI-J. 
Since LPy[r] is an elementary submodel of L,,[r], it is enough to pick an arbitrary 
increasing sequence p1 < pI+i < p1+2 < * -. < pzl from C such that p,_i < pi and 
show 
(S) &jr1 b dr, PO, pl, p2, . . . , PI-II~ cp[r, PI, PI+~, h+2, . . . , h-J. 
Let x be as in Lemma 2.2 and let x1 = x. Define M, S,, El, and r, E w so that 
the following hold: 
(i) M is (a code for) L,,[#,]. 
(ii) S, is the set of (m, m’) E o x w such that 
M != “rn and m’ are subsets of o such that m’ is the sharp of m”. 
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(iii) El is the set of (k, m) E o x w such that for some j E o, k is the order type 
of {i E o 1 M ki is an element of w less than j} and M kj E,,., m. 
(iv) ?i = r, where 6 is defined to be {j E w 1 (j, ri) E Ei} for i = 1, 2 as in 
Definition 2.1. 
Let z be the play of Gi consistent with s1 in which I plays xi, M, S,, El, and r,. 
Since p. E C, by Lemma 2.2, LPO[#i] is an elementary submodel of L,,[#,] so 
that if pa(z) is defined, then M is (a code for) a model of V = L[#I] whose 
ordinals have order type po. From our definitions of M, r,, S,, and El, it is easy 
to see that properties (a) and (4) of Definition 2.1 are satisfied if pa(z) is defined. 
Since r = ?i, p2 E C, and 
L&l k Q+7 PO7 Pl, P29 . . . 9 PI-119 
by (*) we have 
&&I k d41, PO7 Pl, P2, * * * > PI-II. 
Therefore, property (c) is satisfied if pi(z) is defined for all j < 21. Similarly, by 
(*) and Lemma 2.2, we get that (2) and (b) are satisfied. 
Now we show Vi -B(z, i). Suppose 
B(z, i) and Vj < i lB(z, j). 
Then, by Lemma 2.2, for each j < i, pi(z) is defined and equal to pi. Since (2) 
holds, I wins G,, contradicting that the play z (which is consistent with II’s W.S. 
si) is a win for II. Thus, Vi-B(z, i). Furthermore, (4), (a), (b), and (c) hold so 
that, since z is a win for II, (6), (d), (e), and (f) hold while (g) fails. Since (g) 
fails, i i .Ltlt,l 4. Since (c) and (f) hold, 4 # 4. Therefore, F1 <Lts,l f2, and by (e), < 
&,[&I k q,[k PO, Pl, P2, . . . 7 PI-11 ++ dh, PI9 P/+1, P1+2, . . . 9 P2,-11. 
Thus, ($) has been shown since fl = r. 0 
Now that we have shown 
Det(@)S_ implies L[#l] k “every real has a sharp”, 
we show in Theorem 2.6 that Det(@)z . implies L[#,] has indiscernibles. We use 
the following two lemmas to get the desired result. 
Lemma 2.4. Assume Det(fl)T. W.1.o.g. one may assume that the closed 
unbounded subset C of Lemma 2.2 also satisfies the following: 
(iv) For any p E C and for any subset r E Lp[#l] of o, C\ (p + 1) is an 
(uncountable) set of indiscernibles for L[r]. 
Proof. Assume Det(G)S. Since the intersection of two closed unbounded 
subsets of w1 is a closed unbounded subset of wl, it is sufficient to show that a 
closed unbounded subset D of o1 with property (iv) exists. Using Theroem 2.3, 
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choose for each p < wl, a closed unbounded subset C, of o1 such that for any 
subset r E LP[#i] of w, C, is a set of indiscernibles for L[r]. Then the diagonal 
intersection D of the CP’s is a closed unbounded subset of wi. Furthermore, if 
p E D and r E L,[#,], then for any p’ E D\(p + l), p’ E C, and is therefore an 
indiscernible for L[r]. Thus, D satisfies property (iv). q 
Lemma 2.5. The following are equivalent: 
(i) L[#,] has an uncountable class of indiscernibles. 
(ii) L,,[#,] has an. uncountable set of indiscernibles. 
(iii) There exists an uncountable subset K of w1 such that for any formula Q, and 
for any two increasing sequences 
~O<~1<~2<...<&1 and &,<~I<E;<...<~;-, 
of elements from K, we have 
(iv) For each formula Q, there exists a closed unbounded subset C = C, of o1 
such that either 
(4 L,,[#Il k dh ply kh . . . 7 pt_J for any increasing sequence pO < p, < 
p2<.. 9 < pI-t of elements from C, or 
@I LJ%l L~Po, ~1, ~2, . . . , pt_J for any increasing sequence pO < p1 < 
P2<. * . < pI_1 of elements from C. 
Proof. Use the fact that every set in L[#,] is ordinal definable in L[#,] to show 
that condition (iii) implies (ii). To show (iv) implies (iii), let K be the intersection 
of the Cm’s. Cl 
In the proof of Theorem 2.6, we show Det(fl)T implies condition (iv). Then 
by the above lemma, Det(z)T implies L[#,] has indiscernibles. The proof of 
Theorem 2.6 is similar to that of Theorem 2.3. In fact, we could have described 
one (fl): game G and used the determinacy of G to show both L[#J k “every 
real has a sharp” and L[#,] has indiscernibles. However, G would have been 
more complicated than the games G1 and G2. We now prove the converse of 
Theorem 1.7. 
Theorem 2.6. Zf Det(@)z, then L[#J has indiscernibles. 
Proof. Assume Det(G)T. Then by Theorem 2.3, 
L[#,] k “every real has a sharp”. 
We would like to show L[#,] has indiscernibles. Fix an arbitrary formula q. It is 
enough to show that C,,, of condition (iv) in Lemma 2.5 exists. 
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Since Det(fl)T, the W.S. sz of the game G2 exists as does the closed 
unbounded subset C from Lemma 2.4. 
We complete the proof of this theorem by showing: 
Lemma 2.6.1. For any PO, pl, p2, . . . , pI_l E C, 
(i) &J#il k ~PO, PI, PZ, . . . , PI-~] ifs2 is a W.S. for I, and 
(ii) JL,[#~] L-v[po, pl, p2, . . . , pi-J ifs2 is a W.S. for II. 
Let (pi 1 i < CD) be any sequence of elements from C. Since this lemma is 
slightly easier to prove for the case in which s2 is I’s w.s., let us consider the case 
in which s2 is a W.S. for II. Let x be as in Lemma 2.2 and let x1 =x. Let M be (a 
code for) &,[#,I and define S,, E,, and the play .z of G2 analogous to how they 
are defined in Theorem 2.3. 
As in the proof of Theorem 2.3, Vi lB(z, i). Since we have defined M, Si, and 
El so that (3) and (4) (of Definition 2.1) are satisfied, (5) and (6) hold. 
Therefore, M and N are each well-founded models of “V = L[#J and every real 
has a sharp” such that pI is the order type of ordinals. Since Vi lB(z, i), for any 
real u E w which is in both the transitive model &!l which M codes and the 
transitive model N which N codes, fi and N agree about what real is the sharp of 
u. Therefore, from the construction of L[#,] given in (3) of Definition 3.1, one 
can show that fi = N by induction. Since fi = &,[#,I, fi = L,,[#,], and since (4) 
holds, Nklq[po, pl, p2, . . . , pi-J so that 
~,,[%I FMPO, Pl, P2, . . * 7 PI-J 
By Lemma 2.2, L,,[#i] . IS an elementary submodel of L,,[#,]. Thus, L,,[#Jb 
T[Po, P17 P2, . . . 7 pI_J. Therefore, we have (ii) of Lemma 2.6.1. The proof of 
the lemma for the case in which s2 is I’s W.S. is essentially the same as the case 
just completed. Cl 
By Theorems 1.7 and 2.6, we have: 
Theorem 2.7. L[#,] h as indiscernibfes ifs Det(fl)T. 
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